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Abstract : T his book, now in its second edition, is directed to industrial exec
personnel managers, and all those whose work brings them into contact wit
discusses the basic philosophy of accident prevention, the actual facts relatin
accidents, the kinds of machinery, the psychology of safety, fatigue, occupat
the organization needed to prevent accidents, statistics and the various met
educating employees.

T he conclusion is summed up as follows. " When a situation exists that creat
injury and suffering; when it costs a king's ransom annually, when its cure ha
demonstrated to be practical; and When all are agreed that something can a
done about it, it is time to stop talking, roll up the sleeves and go to work." T
stage has been reached all are agreed, yet there is still need for some talkin
this book.
Although human failure in some form is the cause of many accidents yet eve
accident-prone can have fewer accidents if the environment in which they w
reasonably safe. Since one way of ensuring this is to limit the dangerous nat
machines, there is a full and excellently illustrated chapter showing what can
designing and constructing tools so that guards are not required, in providin
barricades and mechanical feeding devices, and devices that prevent or inte
movements of tools When the operator's hands are in the danger zone, and
remote-control operating mechanism.
Many unsafe practices are continued because they are often unrecognized.
there should be a detailed study of the cause of each accident. Report forms
which illustrate how the recording should be done.
T he more personal aspects, such as the importance of the attitude taken by
management regarding accidents, and the need to educate foremen and wo
discussed in detail. T he problem of the Jonahs, or in other words, the accide
treated practically, and its importance realized.
Appendices supply the relevant statistical information. T he book is Well Writt
style persuasive; it is an excellent survey of a difficult and complicated subje
medical officers as well as employers will find it very valuable. May Smith.
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